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Agricultural development is most important with respect to enhancement of crop 
productivity and production .As a landmass getting reduced by over a whelming growth 
of population. To full fill the demand more ecological habitats need to be consider, but 
factors which are unavoidable are interfering during development of plants. These 
problem have addressed and are target of research in plant physiology with respect stress 
have opened new challenges for development of new technologies to overcome the 
problem which are caused by various biotic and abiotic factors, various environmental 
factors and condition arelimiting the growth of plants as inability of plants for movement. 
Research for various effects of salt stresses on different developmental stages of plants 
has been studied extensively for betterment in understanding the possibilities to 
overcome these issues. 

KEYWORDS: Osmotic potential, NaCl, Salt Stress, Germination. Abiotic & Biotic 
stress. 

Introduction: 

     Stress is kind of pressure or strain on the organism which resulting in the 
physiological changes happens in or on the plant.(Jones et al.1989)The stress may be 
biotic or abiotic. The biotic stress involves organisms like bacteria, fungi, or any kind of 
living organism which causing the damage to the host plant. The abiotic stress involves 
the high or low temperature, Light Intensity, Chemical deficiency or high concentration 
etc. The Abiotic stress is already a major limiting factor in plant growth. (Basia et al., 
2005). 

Abiotic Stress:1) It is a stress in which on the living organism in a specific environment 
the negative impact of non-living factors. 

2) On the living organism the negative impact of non-living factor in a specific 
environment. 

The examples of abiotic stresses are Cold, Heat, Salinity, drought, Excesses’water, 
Radiation, Chemicals &pollutants, oxidativestress, Wind, Nutrients deprivation. Out of 
which the salinity is the major and serious abiotic stress(Jianet al.2001). 

Salt Stress: 

Abstract 
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It is defined as when plants are growing in a salt marsh or excessively saline condition 
the osmotic force is exerted on it this is called as a salt stress. Salt stress is an 
environmental factor interfere in a development,Growth and biomass production of 
plants(Yan li 2009). 

Effect of Salt Stress on the plant: 

Salt level is very harmful to the plant growth(Toshio et al 2005).During the development 
of salt stresses in a or within a plants the most important and major processes like 
Photosynthesis,Respiration, lipid metabolism and Protein synthesis  are badly affected 
due to the salt stress( Amira et al 2010). Biotic and Abiotic stresses are responsible for 
the reduction in the average productivity of plants in a % and it completely depends on a 
crops. The plant productivity and growth is limited by the major environmental factor 
that is salinity(Asishet al.2004). The crop loss is also because of the salinity and drought 
stress(flower and Yeo,1995).most of the investigation is carried out in effects of the salt 
on a plants in which the NaCl(sodium chloride)also affect the growth ,osmotic potential 
and chlorophyll content of Viciafaba L.)Seedlings (Amira et al-2010). The ionic and 
osmotic equilibrium of the cell manly affected by the salinity and drought stress(Shilpiet 
al., 2005). Food productivity is decreasing due to the effect of salt stresses.Because of the 
salinity two major effects are face by plants 1-water deficient effect  or osmotic effect: 
because of this the water uptake ability of plants is reduced and it leads to the result in to 
growth of plants become slower(Daei et al.2008) .2-Ion excess effector salt specific effect 
:Through the transpiration stream  salt enters inside the cell and eventually injure the cell 
in the transpiring  leaves and ultimately reduced the growth of plant is reduced(Carlos et 
al,2011).The growth of plant is impaired in first phase by osmotic stress and second 
phase of salt stress by ion specific toxicity(Abdul et al,2011).   

The salt stresses also causes different effect on crop plants like its effect on (The most 
important Abiotic stress is a salinity and distributed in in non -irrigated as well as 
irrigated(Suriyan et al.2009).The effect of salt stress is also studied by hydroponic culture 
system and the plant which is used for this technique is Tomato(Hossain et al 2012). 

1)  Seed germination: 

The most important stage in life cycle of terrestrialangiosperm is seed germination. 
Establishment of plant growth and seedlings are determined by the seed germination 
(Mohammad et al.2011).In saline condition seed germination is affected by three ways 
the restriction of absorption andentry of water in to the seed due to increase in osmotic 
pressure of soil solution. For embryo and seedlings a some salt constituents are very toxic 
and hazards .And some anions like CO3,NO3, CL-.SO4, more harmful to seed germination. 
The metabolism of stored the material, protease, enzymecatalyzes the solubility of 
proteins to soluble nitrogen inhibited by salinity, because of the salinity the synthesis of 
nucleic acid also inhibited. 

2) Vegetative growth: 

Plants are unable to absorb water because of more accumulation of ions in the soil  and 
also in root zone due to this water deficiency stress is developed in the plants 
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physiologically this term said to be a drought stress due to salt .During vegetative growth 
the salt stress inhibit the water absorption  leads to reduction in the photosynthetic and 
transpiration rate and also reduce the stomatal conductance due to loss in water the cell 
will be losses turgor pressure and also affect the proper leaf development. Due to this 
reduction in the surface area of leaf light absorption will be minimized (Lauchli et. 
al.2007) 

3) Photosynthetic activity: 

The Na2+ & CL- ions are inhibitory substrate for the photosynthesis in the ETS because 
Electron Transport System is highly sensitive to the ions or either carbon metabolism 
may be affected due to interaction of this ions with the photosynthetic enzymes which are 
responsible for carbon integration and assimilation( Chaves et al 2008). 

4 .Reproductive growth and yield: 

Due to high amount of salt deposition in most of the metabolic  processes such as protein 
synthesis, amino acid synthesis ,Sugar, Starch, and other organic compounds become 
altered and because of this disturbance in normal metabolism mobility of metabolites 
from the  production to the site of utilization for reproductive growth is highly affected 
therefore the developmental and maturation processes are also very much affected and 
yield of crop is reduced or affected(Linghe et al,2001).Under salt stress misbalancing of 
nutrient is taking place and hormone synthesis is hampered and it ultimately leads to 
reduction in quality and quantity of crop plants. 

Signaling mechanism in plants: 

Thefirst response i.e cellular response is only initiated when the Extracellular material is 
interact with plasma mambrane protein .These extracellular molecule  are known as a 
Elicitor/ligand.And protein which interact or binds to these molecules  are known as a 
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receptor. (Shilpi et al,2005).

 

Fig :Signaling pathway under salt stress(shilpi et al.2005 
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Fig: stress responsive genes (Shilpi et al.2005). 

The above digramatic representation is giving the brife and simple idea about how 
signaling mechanism is taking  place during the stressed condition, expression of genes in 
response to salt stresses and it represents the in stressed condition actual signalling 
pathway overviwe(shilpi et al., 2008). On the membrane of  plant cell receptar are 
presents.which are responsible for the signal perseption.When after stress is persived by 
the recepter it transdused dowenstreme and secondary masengers are generate i.e.Inositol 
phosphate,calcium reactive oxygen specise(ROS).Out of which the inositol phosphate is 
modulate the intracellular level of calcium .these prterbation of calcium level in cytsol is 
senced by the sensor called as calcium binding proteins and dose not show any enzymatic 
activity but  in calcium dependant manner there conformation  is change.And latter on the 
iteraction of sensor proteins and there respective partener is taking place then it results in 
to a initiation of cascade of phosphorylation  and stress responsive gene should be 
targated or transcription factors are controlloing them. At the end the product formation is 
taking place by thisstressed genes and it leads to adaptation of plants and also helps to 
plants survie in the high salt contanig soil at unfavorable condition(Shilpi et al 2005).So 
the plants are employes the various mechanisms to cope with salinity in cellular level or 
whole organism( Rie et al 2012 ). 
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Salt tolerance in plants: 

In presence of salinity the relative growth of plant is termed as a salt tolerance, some 
plants having a ability to tolerate the high level of salinity  so such types of plants are 
shows  resistant capacity to high salinity. but some plants are  can not survive in saline 
condition, such plants are very sensitive to salinity.(McKenzie et al.1988).salt tolerance 
are usually given in terms of stage of plant growth over a range of electrical 
conductivity(EC)level. The ability of  solution to transmit an electrical current it is called 
as Electrical conductivity. The unit of electrical conductivity is given in terms of 
(ds/m).The salinity is categorized according to their concentration means it ranges from 
non-saline to highly saline or very strongly saline  and this value help us to selection of 
plants. Some agronomical parameters like Yield, survival ,Plant height ,leaf area relative 
growth reduction and relative growth rate (Parvaiz et al,2008).On salt tolerance numerous 
study is going on and most widely used model organism is Arabidopsis thaliana.(Katja et 
al., 2009). 

Salt tolerance of different types of plant 

Fig: Table first represents the salt tolerance in terms of electrical conductivity in 
terms of. (Agdex et al 2001). 

Conclusion and Future prospectus: 

          Plants have adapted to various types of habitat for survival and continuation of 
species, wild varieties of domestic plant shows such characteristic but when it comes to 
agricultural point of view is getting difficult to utilize saline habitat. Genetic engineering 
has potential to make residents varieties of various crop plants to increases productivity 
and production and also overcome the salinity effect. Today in front of India the big 
problem is less food availability to feed growing population. The 50% of productivity is 
loss by the salinity effect.So there is a big need to solve this problem.and today India is 
having a potential to overcome these problem by using different technics, Biotechnology 
and genetic engineering are one of them. So using such types of advanced technique 
India solving the problem of food productivity. 

 

Salt tolerance/EC(ds/m) Field crops Vegetables Shrub, Trees 
Very High  
20 

           _            _       _ 

High 
16 

Kochia 
Sugar beets. 

            _ Siberial salt tree  
Sea buckthorn 

 8 Safflower, Sunflower 
Barley. 

Garden beets,  
Asparagus, Spinach. 

Russian olive, 
American elm. 

Modrate Oats,  
Yellow mustard. 

Tomatoes, Cabbage. Poplar, Apple 

4 Corn Sweet corn, Potatoes. Common lilac, Apple  

Low Peas, Field beans. Carrot ,Onions, Peas  Rose ,Cotton wood 
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